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Or explore some of these recommended pages:

Explore some of these recommended pages:





An overview of resources for researchers including resources for developing and submitting proposals, and compliance guidelines.







Visit the Resources for Researchers page










The Latest Research, Innovation & Impact News







Get the latest news










Extensive resources to support communication and marketing efforts are available to all staff and faculty. 







Get the marketing support you need










Researchers ask great questions. We've done our best to answer them.







Search our FAQs










Research, Innovation & Impact’s institutes and centers provide researchers with the infrastructure necessary to achieve far-reaching impacts.







Learn about our Centers & Institutes
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Subscribe to the UArizona Impact in Action newsletter to receive featured stories and event info to connect you with UArizona's research, innovation, entrepreneurial ventures, and societal impacts.

Subscribe now
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Support for Researchers

	Announcements
	FAQs
	Administration
	Compliance
	Development
	Services


Log in 







Resources

	Campus Incidents
	Campus Map
	Critical Incident Response Team
	Local Attractions
	RII Staff Directory
	RII Organizational Chart
	University Safety








Land Acknowledgement

We respectfully acknowledge the University of Arizona is on the land and territories of Indigenous peoples. Today, Arizona is home to 22 federally recognized tribes, with Tucson being home to the O’odham and the Yaqui. Committed to diversity and inclusion, the University strives to build sustainable relationships with sovereign Native Nations and Indigenous communities through education offerings, partnerships, and community service.
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